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Hunting ground blinds are surging in popularity
and manufacturers have responded with numer-
ous high-tech designs such as light-weight hub

frames that make setting up a ground blind quick and easy.
Many of the new blinds also offer multiple shooting portals
giving the hunter maximum flexibility for shooting oppor-
tunities. Some aging hunters are finding hunting from a
blind more comfortable and safer than hunting from a
treestand while others see the ground blind as yet another
hunting tool. While I still hunt primarily from both tree-
stands and ladder stands I also have used ground blinds
for both deer and turkey with great success. Ground blinds
are ideally suited for hunting the edges of clear cuts, food
plots and anywhere that doesn’t have the “right tree in the
right place”. If you are presently selling ground blinds don’t
overlook the many ground blind accessories that make
great add-on sale items. These include internal shelves,
battery overhead lights, bow and equipment hangers and
camera mounts. However, the number one ground blind
accessory hands down is the hunting chair.

The first thing that everyone using a blind for the first

time quickly realizes is that they need a chair of some sort.
The second thing they realize is that the “old lawn chair
from the patio” or that three legged fishing stool they had
hanging in the garage leave a lot to be desired when put to
use in a ground blind.

One of the basic requirements of a hunting chair is that
it rotates easily and quietly. It should also have adjustable
legs to compensate for uneven ground and it must have
large feet to prevent it from sinking into soft earth. Last but
not least it must be comfortable and in my opinion provide
adequate back support. The type of chair a hunter uses in
his ground blind has a direct connection to the amount of
time they spend in it. The more comfortable the chair the
longer they will remain in the blind and the greater their
chances of success.

S4Gear took all of these basic requirements into con-
sideration in the development of the Freestyle720 multi-
directional blind chair and then they added some special
touches for good measure. The seat on the Freestyle720
chair swivels silently 360 degrees with minimal effort.
However that was not good enough for S4Gear. It mounted
the seat on a cantilevered arm which also rotates 360
degrees, hence the name Freestyle720 (360 plus 360). In
some ways it is like a carnival ride that can rotate two direc-
tions at the same time. This combined motion feature pro-
vides the user with an infinite number of positions allow-
ing them to reach any window or shooting portal in any
ground blind in one smooth motion. The myriad of possi-
ble positions creates the potential for the user to always be
in the correct position to either draw his bow or shoot his
firearm, not only with the right angle to the window but at
the right distance from it. The chair’s ease of movement
means no more twisting or turning to get the weapon in
position, no more finding yourself set-up and positioned
for a shot out one window while the game shows up at the
window on the opposite side of the blind. In a quick, silent
motion the hunter can be properly positioned for the shot.
Designed for persons weighing 250 pounds or less a coaxi-
al bearing system distributes the cantilevered load
between four bearings which allows for smooth and silent
rotation without binding.

The closed cell molded foam seat provides all-day
comfort while minimizing heat and sweat build up and
transfer on those warm fall days when bowhunting or on
those often hot spring days when turkey hunting. For the
maximum in comfort S4Gear offers an optional collapsible
seat back that quickly and easily attaches to the
Freestyle720. The backrest is high and wide, providing

The Freestyle720 by S4Gear not only allows the bowhunter to
position himself for the shot but also to easily draw his bow.

Innovative Hunting Seat Will Have
You Gliding from Window to Window
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good support without restricting movement.
To cope with soft soil or muddy conditions, which are

common in spring and fall, the Freestyle720 features three
oversized web shaped feet. These large feet provide a solid
base for the chair, preventing the legs from sinking into the
ground and throwing the chair off balance. Each of the
three telescoping legs can be adjusted independently to
ensure stability on uneven ground allowing the user to set-
up in the best location and not just where the ground is
perfectly flat. 

The Freestyle720’s unique design allows it to fold up
into a compact and portable unit for transportation to and
from the hunting site or for convenient storage. The unit
comes  fully assembled in its own carrying bag and the
cam-over locking latches on the legs allow for quick and
easy set-up even in the dark. 

Due to the combination of both rotational and tra-
verse movement the weight of the user is slightly offset
from the center of the seat support meaning each of the
three feet must be anchored for maximum stability. This
can be done with easy to install anchor rods which are
included. 

While the Freestyle720 was designed for use with a
ground blind it can also be used as a ground seat for any
hunter who wishes to hunt from the ground without a
blind. It is well suited for use with either bow or gun.

The Freestyle720, like many other items in your shop,
will sell best when it can be properly displayed or demon-
strated to the customer. In the event your shop has the
room to display an erected ground blind adding a
Freestyle720 inside gives the customer a more complete
idea of what a blind hunting experience can truly be like.
Because the Freestyle720 needs to be anchored for maxi-
mum stability some special precautions must be taken
here. Depending upon your situation you may be able to
bolt it to the floor. If that is not an option then consider
mounting it to a sheet of plywood or build a simple small
deck to which it can be securely attached. 

Another great place to display the Freestyle720 is in
your shooting lanes. Here again be sure to properly anchor
the unit either to the floor or to a small fabricated deck. It
will not be long before people will be trying it out and
learning how easy it is to use. Once they get comfortable it

will only be natural for them to try a shot or two out of their
bow and they will quickly realize how easily that can be
done. A lot of bowhunters have never tried shooting while
sitting down so this may be a new experience for many. A
chair in the range will generate a lot of questions and that
can lead to additional sales.       

Remember that most of your bow customers are also
spring turkey hunters. While they may prefer to hunt from
a treestand for deer they may love a blind for spring turkey
and if so the addition of a Freestyle720 will be a natural

add-on sale for them. Your only job is to
get the customer to try it. Once they try it
they will sell themselves and others on
the idea. For more information on the
Freestyle720 multi-directional blind
chair call S4Gear at (541) 998-8800.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his edi-
torial planning and regular writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpora-
tions large and small. He can be reached
at 126 Acorn Lane, Duncansville, PA
16635, by phone at (814) 695-5784 or by
email at kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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The Freestyle720 is shown
at left fully open with the
optional backrest in place.
The backrest is a great
addition as it provides back
support and increased com-
fort for those longs hours in
the blind.

At right, the Freestyle720 is
fully assembled when
removed from its carrying
bag. The seat opens easily
and the legs lock in place for
quick set up. Anchor rods
then go through the feet.
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SYSTEM

THE STRENGTH OF ALUMINUM BUT 25% LIGHTER

THE SOFT TOUCH BALLISTIX COATING DELIVERS
ADDED VIBRATION REDUCTION
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